
Phoneperformance 
By Cristina Maldonado and Sodja Lotker

Performers: Antonio Salinas, Rocío Zúñiga


Instructions Message one day previous to the performance 

Thanks for joining the Phone Performance Project, tomorrow you will receive 
sms' from 9 AM until 8 PM. Please don't turn off your mobile. We will meet in 
downtown at 7PM we will let you know exactly where at 5.30PM. Please bring a 
tram ticket, follow the performers, we will let you know who are they later. If you 
received this message please send an sms to 420732378424 saying "ok" you 
can also call this number if you have a doubt during the performance. We hope 
you enjoy it.


Performance Text Messages 

9:00 a.m. Marie SMS 1

1/17 MARIE slept really badly. She finally woke up at 6:47. As she is waking up 
from her dream about white horses - she is thinking about whether it is different 
when animals kill intentionally and unintentionally. 


9:20 a.m. Petr SMS 1 

2/17 For PETR a good ‘sun-salutation’ in the morning is the most important 
event of the day. He always does it five times, one after the other. 


11:00 Petr SMS 2

3/17 PETR has arrived at work exactly at 11.00 as always. Petr works as 
something like an accountant for a casino in the center of Prague. He deals with 
some dangerous people. 


11:36 Marie SMS 2

4/17

Just now MARIE has decided to take her life seriously. She is going to become a 
photographer. She hopes it’s not too late. She is almost 40 years old.




13:33 Marie SMS 3

5/17 During lunch MARIE is thinking whether she should stop eating animals 
altogether. She also remembered that her brother Petr, who she has not seen in 
a while, was in that dream with the horses. 


15:00 Petr SMS 3 
6/17 As I stand on the cliff, looking down, the wind is blowing towards me. And I 
lean lightly towards the abyss, but the wind is so strong that I never loose 
balance and I never fall. Never. This is the closest I got to flying. I will call later. 
Petr


15:05 Marie SMS 4 
7/17 MARIE is seriously considering calling her brother, or her mother, or 
anybody. She will eventually give up.


15:15 Petr SMS 4 
8/17 As I stand on the cliff, looking down, the wind is blowing towards me. I hear 
you call my name, I turn, my weight moves towards the abyss, the wind catches 
on me. I watch from the cliff myself - being flown away and I turn and you were 
never there. I will call later. Petr.


16:24 Honza SMS 1

9/17 HONZA had a big fight with his mother again. She drinks. He has packed 
his backpack and left the house, he thinks it’s for good.


17: 23 Marie SMS 5 
10/17 MARIE will not see it and will not hear it because she will be too immersed 
in her ideas about the future. Her horoscope said: If you're getting excited about 
something new -and you almost certainly are- don't try to hide it. Everyone gets 
to act like a kid now and then! Speaking of thrills, there could be romantic 
fireworks coming your way quite soon. 

17.30  
11/17 Tonight at 7PM you will find Marie wearing a purple hat looking for 
something in her purse at the Bila Labut tram station, on the side heading 
towards the Florence metro station. Follow her. Stay close to her. When she gets 
on a tram you go with her. 

18:00 Petr SMS 5 
12/17 PETR has prepared everything for the casino for the evening. He will take 
off for a few hours for a dinner break before casino opens. It’s exactly 18:00.


18:33 Honza SMS 2 
13/17 HONZA was crossing the highway. He almost got killed. He is now 
rethinking his life, his mother’s life and the future. But he is too young.




Scripted Actions in the street 

• Mary in the tram stop looking for something in her purse.

• She walks to a near shop, goes in, look at underware, and other clothes, 

doesn´t buy anything.

• Mary keeps walking, stops in the street takes a stone out of her shoe, second 

one, and then a bunch.

• She keeps walking.

• Goes inside a small shop and buys packed coffee

• Mary waits in the tram stop.

• Tram arrives, exactly in front of her there is a man coming off the tram with a 

white horse shirt, his bag gets stucked in the tram for a couple of seconds. 
Marie sees the horse. He gets off, walks away, Marie keeps looking at him, he 
passes by the second door of the tram and Petr comes out of the tram at that 
moment, Marie calls him.


• Petr walks to her, greets her tells her he is in a rush, he has no time, he will call 
later. He goes.


• Marie stays in tram stop waiting for next tram, takes it one stop. Gets off goes 
to a restaurant.


SMS for the ACTIONS 

When Marie goes inside the store to buy  packed coffee 
14/17 Marie remembers that Petr never drank coffee. Green tea was always 
enough for him. She is thinking of calling him again. Petr is wearing a purple 
shirt today.


When Marie goes inside a restaurant or coffee place 
15/17 If you would like to have a drink with Marie step in and sit down with her.


After 7 min of talk between Marie and audience 
16/17 Marie will get up and take a bow now and leave. It is over. If you want to 
talk to the organizer  -name of organizer- you can join her in the table that is on 
the right side of the bar.


While audience is reading this message Mary stands up and goes, 
perhaps saying good bye with a gesture. 

10 min after audience left 
17/17 Thanks for joining the Phone Performance Project. Good night.




Notes of Sodja Lotker -dramaturge. 
The events, actions can be composed differently in each city. Important is that 
Marie and Petr ‘meet’ (meaning see each other) but never speak. There should 
be no explanation within the action of why they are at a transportation station. It 
is also important that there is no actor acting Honza (boy with the backpack) – 
as we hope that there will be a passer-by that could fit the profile. 



